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OVERVIEW

MEDITERRANEAN FINCA with sea views in Moraira Benissa,
COSTA BLANCA

Extraordinary Mediterranean-style Villa with enviable views of the Sea and Valley,
located between Calpe, Benissa and Teulada, a few minutes from the motorway and
the national road. Just 6 minutes from the beaches and coves, being able to enjoy the
tranquility, peace and calm of the countryside, but without being far from all
services.

With a plot of more than 3000 m² and more than 800 m² of house, it is distributed
over 3 floors, fully equipped and furnished, ready to move into. A total of 6 bedrooms
and 4 bathrooms make it up, with the possibility of conditioning more than 250m2 on
the ground floor, being able to convert it into an independent area, business or gym /
cinema area.

On the ground floor two bedrooms, a bathroom, a kitchen and a dining room. Also on
this floor is the garage with capacity for several cars and the storage room. On the
1st floor, two large rooms, kitchen and an office. On the second and last floor, 4
bedrooms, two bathrooms, one of them en suite, the other with a Jacuzzi. On all its
floors there is a kitchen, a fireplace in the living room, air conditioning by ducts and
central heating by radiators.

The exterior enjoys a beautiful and maintained garden, with a fantastic swimming
pool surrounded by green areas and a chill out area. A spectacular swimming pool
with several extras such as ozone filtration, air conditioning, hydromassage area,
counter current for swimming and multicolored perimeter lighting.

With grandiose simplicity and solid beauty, this fascinating estate is shown to us. The
superb panoramic views over the unique and omnipresent Mediterranean coast and
the changing blue tones of its sea are part of the great attraction of this property.

lucasfox.com/go/jav33666

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming Pool, Garden, Jacuzzi,
Private garage, Natural light, Parking,
Views, Utility room, Storage room,
Playground, Near international schools,
Heating, Fireplace, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Built-in wardrobes,
Barbecue, Balcony, Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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